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An analyst working for Swedish government research institute has reiterated reports of a
Russian underwater drone capable of carrying massive nuclear warheads outlined in a
recently leaked Pentagon nuclear policy document.

According to the draft U.S. Department of Defense Nuclear Posture Review leaked this month,
Russia is developing a “nuclear-armed undersea autonomous torpedo.”

A design of the weapon first appeared on state television in late 2015, weeks after U.S. media
reported Russia was developing the weapon. The Kremlin called the nuclear-capable
underwater drone’s appearance a security slip, while some observers said it as deliberate
disclosure of Russia’s military capabilities.

The deputy research director of the Swedish Defense Research Agency’s Russia project on
Monday was the latest analyst to confirm the existence of the underwater drone capable of



carrying a nuclear warhead with a 100-megaton yield. 

Related article: Russia Denies it Violates the INF Treaty. OK, Show It (Op-ed)

“This system effectively avoids the U.S. missile defense and I think that’s the main point,”
Fredrik Westerlund was cited as saying by the Swedish broadcaster SVT.

Russia tested the so-called “Ocean Multipurpose System Status-6” in November 2016,
according to a Washington Free Beacon report the following month that cited unnamed
Pentagon sources. The Pentagon has nicknamed Russia’s undersea drone “Kanyon.” 

The Pentagon plans to develop a new low-yield submarine warhead and a nuclear-capable
cruise missile to deter Russia, according to the leaked draft Nuclear Posture Review.

Defense Secretary Jim Mattis has singled out Russia and China as Washington’s main
adversaries in the first U.S. national defense strategy in a decade that revives Cold War-era
“great power competition.”  

Russia and the U.S. are locked in mutual accusations of violating a 30-year-old nuclear arms
treaty that bans intermediate-range ballistic and cruise missiles.
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